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### SU_ID: Text

End If

### BTIMEPREQUEX: Response = SetTime(BTIMEPREQUEX)

### BTIMEPREQUEX_D: Response = Now()

### HUADD: Categorical (Single)

1. IS THERE A HOUSING UNIT (HU) AT THE ADDRESS SHOWN ON THE ASSIGNMENT LABEL?

**Categories:**

- **(yes)**: YES
- **(no)**: NO
- **(dontknow)**: DON'T KNOW
- **(refused)**: REFUSED

If HUADD = (no) Then
HUADDWHY: Categorical (Single)

1A. SELECT ONE FROM THE LIST BELOW WHICH BEST DESCRIBES WHY THERE IS NO HU AT THIS ADDRESS:

Categories:
- (condemned) CONDEMNED
- (demolished) DEMOLISHED
- (withoutresidence) PLACE OF BUSINESS WITHOUT RESIDENCE
- (nosuchaddress) NO SUCH ADDRESS, NO SUCH HU
- (groupquarters) GROUP QUARTERS
- (vacationcabin) VACATION CABIN
- (notusableaspr) NOT USABLE AS A PERMANENT RESIDENCE
- (transientuse) TRANSIENT USE (LESS THAN ONE MONTH)
- (notanhuforotherreason) NOT AN HU FOR OTHER REASON (SPECIFY ON NEXT PAGE)
- (underconstruction) UNDER CONSTRUCTION
- (don’tknow) DON’T KNOW
- (refused) REFUSED

If HUADDWHY = {notanhuforotherreason} Then

HUADDHOW: Text

1B. DESCRIBE HOW YOU DETERMINED THE ADDRESS WAS NOT AN HU:

End If

HUADDDSP: Info

1C. DISPOSITION THIS CASE AS "20 PENDING NOT AN HU" AND UPDATE CM-FIELD. DISCUSS WITH YOUR FIELD MANAGER. IF S/HE APPROVES, WRITE "80" AS FINAL OUTCOME CODE ON COVER.

WHEN CASE BECOMES "40" IN CM-FIELD, COMPLETE THE NON-INTERVIEW QUEX; AFTER NON-INTERVIEW REPORT CAPI IS COMPLETE CASE WILL FINALIZE AS "80."

Else

DWellPRe: Categorical (Single)

2. SELECT ONE FROM THE LIST BELOW WHICH BEST DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF STRUCTURE IN WHICH THE RESPONDENT LIVES:

Categories:
- (trailer) TRAILER
- (dsfamilyhouse) DETACHED SINGLE FAMILY HOUSE
- (_2unitssidebyside) 2-FAMILY HOUSE, 2 UNITS SIDE-BY-SIDE
- (_2unitsonaboveother) 2-FAMILY HOUSE, 2 UNITS ONE ABOVE THE OTHER
- (detached3to4familyhouse) DETACHED 3-4 FAMILY HOUSE
- (rowhouse) ROW HOUSE (3 OR MORE UNITS IN AN ATTACHED ROW)
2. DESCRIBE OTHER TYPE OF STRUCTURE IN WHICH THE RESPONDENT LIVES:

3. BASED ON THE FEATURES OF THIS HOUSING UNIT AND THE SURROUNDING PROPERTY/NEIGHBORHOOD THAT YOU CAN SEE, DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE OF 15 PRESENT AT THIS HOUSEHOLD?

4. BASED ON WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED ABOUT THIS HOUSING UNIT, WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATE OF THE PROBABILITY THAT THIS HOUSEHOLD WILL RESPOND TO THE SURVEY?

5. WHAT DO YOU BELIEVE THE INCOME STATUS OF THIS HOUSING UNIT IS, RELATIVE TO THE REST OF THE GENERAL UNITED STATES POPULATION?
NEISAFE: Categorical (Single)

6. NOW THINKING ABOUT SAFETY IN THIS NEIGHBORHOOD, HOW SAFE DO YOU THINK IT IS? WOULD YOU SAY IT IS...

Categories:

{verysafe} VERY SAFE
{somewhatsafe} SOMEWHAT SAFE
{somewhatunsafe} SOMEWHAT UNSAFE
{veryunsafe} VERY UNSAFE
{dontknow} DON'T KNOW
{refused} REFUSED

End If

ETIMEPREQUEX.Response = SetTime(ETIMEPREQUEX)

ETIMEPREQUEX_D.Response = Now()

ElapsedTime.Response = CalcTime(ElapsedTime, BTIMEPREQUEX, BTIMEPREQUEX_D, ETIMEPREQUEX, ETIMEPREQUEX_D)

---

Text-Fill Variables

ShowPreloads: Info

SU_ID = {response to SU_ID}

BALLOT = {response to BALLOT}
VERXY = {response to VERXY}
SAMPTYPE = {response to SAMPTYPE}
PANEL = {response to PANEL}
ADDRESS = {response to ADDRESS}
APRTMNT = {response to APRTMNT}
CITY = {response to CITY}
STATE = {response to STATE}
ZIP = {response to ZIP}
FNAME = {response to FNAME}
MNAME = {response to MNAME}
LNAME = {response to LNAME}
INTDATE = {response to INTDATE}
PPHONE = {response to PPHONE}
QWLFORM = {response to QWLFORM}
SOCIDORD = {response to SOCIDORD}
ENDPREQUEX: Info
FOR TESTING ONLY:

    THIS IS THE END OF PREQUEX

UnlikelyError: Info
THAT IS AN UNLIKELY VALUE. EITHER CHANGE THE RESPONSE OR PRESS [PAGE DOWN] TO ACCEPT IT.

Functions

•